
The Salvation Army Emergency Disaster Services 
Team Member Status Descriptions 

 
 
 

Active   

Ready for call participation immediately when a page is received. Has a pager and a radio along with appropriate 
EDS issued clothing. Responds to a page within five minutes and arrives at the corps or the scene within 30 
minutes. Ex: Responding to a fire call. 
 
 

Standby   

Available for call participation within a two hour window. Has a pager and a radio and may have the appropriate 
EDS issued clothing. Monitors the pager and radio during an incident and responds to the scene as needed. Ex: 
Responding as a secondary shift volunteer at a large fire expected to last for several hours or for any other long 
duration incident. Service will not exceed 12 hours. 
 
 

Reserve   

Is not available to respond for normal calls but could be available within a 24 hour period. May have a pager or 
EDS issued clothing. Would rely on a calling tree or SMS text notification to respond. Ex: Responding to a major 
natural disaster or a very large fire lasting more than the typical duration. Service exceeds 12 hours. 
 
 

Inactive   

Is not available to respond for normal calls, but may be available for an extended emergency such as a natural 
disaster. Would not have a pager or EDS issued clothing. Would rely on a calling tree, SMS text notification or 
email to respond. Ex: Responding to a major natural disaster out of state. Inactive volunteers may also be team 
members who choose not to respond to calls but want to remain a part of the team. 
 
 

Probationary (New Team Members)   

New team members spend the first six months of team participation with a probationary status, which gives them 
time to complete the three required training courses (Introduction to Emergency Disaster Services, Disaster Food 
Services: Handling and Delivery and Safe from Harm). Probationary team members receive basic EDS issued 
clothing, equipment, a pager and a radio, when available. Would rely on a calling tree or SMS text notification to 
respond. 


